HANGING
INSTRUCTIONS
Recommended tools:
Roller and
tray

Bucket

Paintbrush

Spirit level
or
plumb bob

Steel rule
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Preparatory Work

The surface must be dry and clean.
If the surface is porous, a plastered
wall or chipboard for example, then
it must be primed. Remove any loose
paint or wallpaper. If the wall varies
a great deal in colour it should be
painted to achieve the best possible
result.

Mix the enclosed non-woven
powder paste
Pour the powder slowly into 4 litres
of cold water while mixing well. Mix
again after approximately 3 minutes.
Wait for a further 15 minutes and mix
again before use. One bag is sufficient
for 20 – 24 m2.
If you use ready-mixed paste, use
non-woven paste or paste with a dry
content <20%.
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sponge/
rag

Pen

Knife
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The panels
are numbered
in the order
in which they
are to be
hung
The panels
should be
hung without
any edges
overlapping

Hanging

Check the wallpaper before hanging
to ensure that no panels are missing,
damaged or faulty.

45

The panels should be hung without
any edges overlapping. Slide the joints
together carefully and avoid getting
paste on the front of the wallpaperas
it might show up when it dries.

The panels are numbered in the order
in which they are to be hung. It is important that the first panel is straight.

Smooth down the wallpaper from
ceiling to floor after each panel has
been hung using your hands or a Soft
A tip is to make a plumb line a panel’s brush. Start from the centre and
smooth down towards the edges. Try
width in on the wall. The first panel
to remove as many bubbles as poscan then be hung along the line.
sible. Any small bubbles and creases
will disappear as the wallpaper dries.
Apply the paste directly to the wall
using a roller or a paintbrush. It is
important to apply paste to the whole
surface. Any spots without paste will
result in blisters on the wallpaper.
Paste about the width of one section
of wallpaper in advance and pay particular attention to pattern alignment.
Note: Avoid harsh folds as this may
cause cracks in the wallpaper print.

Remove any spots of paste on the
front of the wallpaper using a damp
rag or sponge, but do not rub.
When all the panels have been hung,
remove any excess paste. Wait 24
hours to see the finished result.
Sit back and enjoy your new view!

